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Avoid Down Time with Periodic Maintenance 
 

You probably know that your car needs the oil changed every 3000 miles.  Does this mean that if you 
drive 1 mile over 3000 miles that your engine will fail?  Of course it doesn’t.   What about 500 miles 
more, or 1000 miles more?  The longer you stretch it out, the greater the chance that contaminants will 
plug the oil filter, and/or other things could happen to cause the engine to fail.  What does this have to 
do with your Nolting Longarm machine?   

A few months ago I had a call from a Nolting owner who was having trouble with her machine.  She 
purchased it several years ago and used it on a regular basis.  It had developed tension problems, did 
not run as smoothly as it once did, finally just quit.  She wondered if she could bring it to me to take a 
look at and fix.  In the course of our conversation, I asked her what maintenance she had been doing on 
the machine.  The bottom line, other than brushing away lint, she had never done any maintenance on 
her machine.  She had never oiled the machine top or hook.  I went over the procedure with her, and 
told her to call me or email me after oiling the machine to let me know what happened.  Her email the 
next day said, “The machine is working perfectly, just like it did when it was new!”   

Nolting has a prescribed maintenance procedure to keep your Longarm system running in tip-top shape.  

1. Keep the wheels and track clean and free of oil, lint and thread.  
2. Wipe down the inside of the frame and carriage track with every quilt, or more often, if 

needed. 
3. Make a visual check of all wheel axles and remove any thread that may be wrapped around 

them. 
4. Use rubbing alcohol to clean encoder wheels and machine and carriage wheels.  
5. Always clean lint from the bobbin hook with a brush or compressed air with every bobbin 

change. 
6. Oil the bobbin hook with 1-2 drops of oil with every 2-3 bobbin changes. 
7. Oil the four red oil wicks on the top of the machine head with 1 drop each every 8 hours of 

quilting. 

For specific information on the maintenance and care of your Nolting, including supplies, tools, and 
helpful photos, see Part 4 of the “Guide to Quilting with Your Nolting.” 

Yes, this Nolting owner’s machine worked far longer than a few hours more than the recommended 
oiling time.  My guess is that the decline in its function was slow, almost not noticed, until shortly before 
it failed completely.  All of her frustration and anxiety could have been completely avoided by following 
the preventive maintenance plan prescribed by Nolting. 

 


